
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The NSSN aims to rebuild the strength of the working  
 class by connecting trade union activists from different 
 unions, sectors and regions across the country.  
 
 

 The Network is …  

 Picket line solidarity for trade unions in dispute; 

 Publicity for emerging disputes that are generally ignored by 

mainstream media. 

 Information on successful tactics used by trade unionists to  resist 

attacks on our rights, jobs, pay and pensions.  

Unite in the NSSN 

Unite Bus Workers on Strike 

 NSSN Supporting Unite – The Fighting Union!  

This year, Unite became the 10th union to affiliate nationally. But 

with Unite’s track record of fighting for justice, it is not surprising 

that our supporters have stood on a plethora of Unite picket lines 

over the years, including Mears, the Homes and Communities 

Agency, Crossrail, EDF Energy, TGI Fridays, Sheffield Supertram, 

Barts / Serco, The Bank of England, Mixed Fleet, Bromley Council, 

Hackney traffic wardens, and many others. 
Unite Mixed Fleet Protest 
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Find us on     
@NSSN_AntiCuts 

The nationally affiliated trade unions are Unite, RMT, PCS, CWU, NUM, POA, NUJ, BFAWU, NAPO, and FBU.  

 

 Affiliate Your Branch Now: for £50 per year  

 By BACS:  National Shop Stewards Network - HSBC 
 Sort Code: 40-06-41 
 Account No: 90143790.  

 

 By cheque: PO Box 54498, London E10 9DE 
 

 Individual donations also gratefully received! 

 Your affiliation ensures you never miss our activities! 

You will receive a monthly newsletter with details of current and emerging 

disputes, demonstrations and protests. You will also be invited to the our national 

conference with speakers from recent strikes and other labour movement 

campaigns, as well as high profile union leaders. And you will be invited to the 

annual rally at the TUC to lobby for coordinated action to defeat the Tories, resist 

council cuts, and fend off the privatisation of the public sector. Your support also 

secures our growth! Unite Mixed Fleet Picket Line 

Unite Bromley Local Government Strike 
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NSSN Rally at the annual Trades Union Congress 2018 

 

Sunday September 9th 

1pm – 4pm 

Manchester Mechanics Institute 

Princess Street 

Manchester M1 6DD 

 

Celebrating 150 years of the TUC, the Congress is returning to its 

birthplace in Manchester in 2018. NSSN is holding a rally at Congress. 

 

Join us in Manchester for the 
NSSN rally of Congress! 

 
 

The TUC must boost  coordinated industrial action to: 

 Bring down the Tories and end the misery of a thousand 
austerity cuts. 

 Reverse the  privatisation of public services. 

 Repeal the anti-union laws. 

 Restore and improve workers’ rights. 
 

The 2017 General Election result shocked the Tories and media but 

confirmed that workers have had enough of brutal cuts. Corbyn’s 

manifesto crystallised workers’ anger. Many now feel a weak Tory 

government propped up by the DUP, can be defeated. It is time for 

union leaders to launch a concerted, coordinated attack on Austerity!  

 

“Unite really is a fighting back union. In an age when the 

Tories have dished out brutal austerity and employers 

have felt on the front foot, I am proud of the fact that 

virtually every week … there will be a picket line or 

protest decked out in Unite flags ... The NSSN is often 

there standing shoulder to shoulder with us. It plays an 

important role in getting the word out and helping to 

build support and solidarity when a hostile Tory media is 

attacking us for defending our members ... I look forward 

to our union developing a relationship with the Network 

for the benefit of our members.”  

Len McCluskey, Unite General Secretary 
 

Join our rally and help make it a reality. 
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